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Abstra t

We propose a simple game for modeling ontainment of the spread of viruses in a graph of n
nodes. Ea h node must hoose to either install anti-virus software at some known ost C , or risk
infe tion and a loss L if a virus that starts at a random initial point in the graph an rea h it
without being stopped by some intermediate node. The goal of individual nodes is to minimize
their individual expe ted ost. We prove many game theoreti properties of the model, in luding
an easily applied hara terization of Nash equilibria, ulminating in our showing that allowing
sel sh users to hoose Nash equilibrium strategies is highly undesirable, be ause the pri e of
anar hy is an una eptable (n) in the worst ase. This shows in parti ular that a entralized
solution an give a mu h better total ost than an equilibrium solution. Though it is NP-hard
to ompute su h a so ial optimum, we show that the problem an be redu ed to a previously
un onsidered ombinatorial problem that we all the sum-of-squares partition problem.
Using a greedy algorithm based
on sparse uts, we show that this problem an be approximated
to within a fa tor of O(log2 n), giving the same approximation ratio for the ino ulation game.
1

Introdu tion

Consider a system in whi h n ma hines, ea h of whi h may or may not be prote ted against
viruses, are onne ted by a network in the form of a graph, and any virus that infe ts some
ma hine eventually infe ts all of its unprote ted neighbors. If anti-virus software is available, a
natural response would be to prote t all the ma hines|but perhaps the anti-virus software itself
reates osts, both in money and time to pur hase and install the software and in redu ed eÆ ien y
or usability of the prote ted ma hine. Suppose that prote ting a ma hine by installing anti-virus
software osts the owner of the ma hine C , but that having the ma hine be infe ted osts L, whi h
may or may not be greater than C . If the virus spreads from some initial ma hine hosen uniformly
at random, on whi h ma hines does it make sense to install the anti-virus software?
The answer will depend on whether we adopt the perspe tive of the owner of a single ma hine
or of the so iety as a whole. When the anti-virus software osts more than the loss from infe tion,
no e onomi ally rational ma hine owner will install the anti-virus software, every ma hine will be
infe ted, and the system will in ur a so ial ost of Ln. But for many graphs, sele tive ino ulation
of a few entral ma hines an limit the spread of infe tion to a small subset of the graph, greatly
redu ing the total ost of infe tion in return for a small investment in anti-virus software. We an
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ask how mu h of an improvement a entralized solution an provide, and how easy it is to nd a
good entralized solution.
After dis ussing some previous work on related problems (in Se tion 2), we give a omplete
hara terization of the Nash equilibria for an anti-virus software installation game in whi h ea h
ma hine's owner separately hooses whether or not to install the software, without regard to the
e e t on other ma hines. (This game is de ned in Se tion 3.) We show (in Se tion 4) that
nding either the most or least expensive equilibrium is NP-hard, but that some Nash equilibrium
an be omputed in O(n ) time and that any population of nodes will qui kly onverge to a Nash
equilibrium by updating their strategies lo ally based on the other nodes' strategies. Unfortunately,
the ost of any su h Nash equilibrium may be badly suboptimal; the pri e of anar hy for this
game is (n) in the worst ase. This shows that for many graphs and values of C and L, letting
the users hoose individually whether or not to ino ulate their ma hines will give bad results.
We then onsider (in Se tion 5) the possibility of a entralized solution in whi h a di tator
omputes and enfor es an optimal ino ulation plan. We show that essentially the same argument
that shows that extreme Nash equilibria are hard to nd applies to the optimal solution as well.
However, we show that the problem of nding an optimal ino ulation plan redu es to a graph
partition problem in whi h we are asked to partition the graph by removing m nodes; the quality
of the partition is measured by the sum of the squares of the sizes of its omponents. We give (in
Se tion 6) a polynomial-time approximation algorithm that removes O(log n)m nodes in order to
a hieve a partition with quality within O(1) of the optimum.
Proofs are omitted due to spa e limitations; they an be found in the full version.
Con lusions and open problems appear in Se tion 7.
3
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Related work

In this se tion, we des ribe three lasses of work related to this paper: virus propagation models,
e onomi models of investment in se urity, and game-theoreti models of se urity. We then dis uss
some work on the graph partition problem that is related to the sum-of-squares partition problem
we onsider in Se tion 6.
2.1

Virus propagation models

Traditional epidemiologi al models hara terize the viral infe tion in terms of birth rate and death
rate of the virus [4,9℄. Usually, these models assume that an infe ted individual is equally likely
to infe t any other individual in the population; meanwhile, omputer viruses usually spread via
lo alized intera tions. Kephart and White extended the traditional model by transferring it onto
a dire ted random graph [16℄. Later works (e.g., [15,17,25℄) studied virus propagation over other
kinds of graphs, in luding Internet-like power-law graphs [22,23,26℄. We do not restri t the network
topology in any way and onsider a general undire ted graph. Our model is in some ways loser to
models in per olation theory (see [18℄): an infe ted node infe ts all of its unprote ted neighbors,
spreading infe tion throughout the graph until it is blo ked by an anti-virus software.
2.2

E onomi

models of se urity

Our work is motivated in part by an observation that se urity te hnologies exhibit network externalities [1℄. Spe i ally, the bene t obtained by using se urity te hnology (anti-virus software in
our ase) does not a rue only to the user of the se urity te hnology but rather to all users of the
2

network. Aspnes et al. [3℄ also onsider anti-virus immunization, and proposed studying how to
en ourage highly onne ted nodes to use anti-viral te hniques.
We assume that osts of installation and infe tion are known. Alternatively, one ould use risk
analysis to estimate the osts and bene ts from installing a se urity te hnology (see, for example, [13℄), or estimate values based on empiri al studies of the osts of se urity brea hes [6,10℄.
2.3

Game-theoreti

models of se urity

Appli ation of game theory to network se urity has yielded interesting results [11, 12, 24℄. For
example, Bell uses a simple game to study network reliability. In the game, the router tries to nd
a least ost path and a network tester tries to maximize this ost by failing links [5℄. Kunreuther
and Heal re ently introdu ed the notion of interdependent se urity (IDS) games, in whi h
de isions to adopt se urity te hnology by one agent a e t other agents [20℄. Kearns and Ortiz
subsequently extended their paper and gave an algorithm for nding approximate Nash equilibria
in this model [14℄.
Our work is similar to work on IDS games in ertain respe ts: ea h agent in both our game and
an IDS game makes a de ision whether or not to invest money in a se urity te hnology, and this
de ision a e ts other agents. The main di eren es are that we assume that installing anti-virus
software prote ts against all bad e e ts of viruses, while the IDS work on entrates on negative
side-e e ts of se urity brea hes even on prote ted parties; and we assume a restri ted network
topology that ontains the spread of viruses, while the IDS work assumes a omplete topology.
2.4

Graph partition problems

In Se tion 6, we des ribe and provide an approximate solution for a new graph partitioning
problem. Previous work on other forms of graph partitioning in ludes the approximation algorithm of Leighton and Rao [21℄ for sparsest ut, from whi h the same authors derive a pseudoapproximation algorithm for b-balan ed uts, where ea h side of the ut must have size bjV j or
greater. The ase of b = 1=2 is graph bise tion, for whi h Feige and Krauthgamer [8℄ give a good
approximation algorithm. Even et al. [7℄ give O(log n)-ratio pseudo-approximation algorithms for
several balan ed partitioning problems, in luding the -separator problem and the k-balan ed
partitioning problem.
3

Our model

We represent network topology by an undire ted graph G = (V; E ), where V = f0; 1; : : : ; n 1g is
a set of network hosts and E  V  V is a set of (bidire tional) ommuni ation links. Our basi
model for installing anti-virus software is a one-round game:
Players. Our game has n players orresponding to nodes of the graph. Initially, all nodes are
inse ure and vulnerable to infe tion.
Strategies. We denote the strategy of i by ai . Ea h node i has two possible a tions: do nothing
and risk being infe ted or ino ulate itself by installing anti-virus software. Node i's strategy
ai is the probability that it ino ulates itself.
Nodes' hoi es an be summarized in a strategy pro le ~a 2 [0; 1℄n . If ai is 0 or 1, we say
that node i adopts a pure strategy; otherwise, its strategy is mixed. We all nodes that
install anti-virus software se ure and denote the set of su h nodes by I~a . We asso iate an
3

atta k graph G~a = G I~a with ~a. It is essentially the network graph with se ure nodes
and their edges removed (see also Figure 1). Note that both I~a and G~a are random variables

unless all strategies are pure.
Atta k model. After the nodes made their hoi es, the adversary pi ks some node uniformly
at random as a starting point for infe tion. Infe tion then propagates through the network
graph. Node i gets infe ted if it has no anti-virus software installed and if any of its neighbors
be ome infe ted.
Individual osts. Suppose it osts C to install anti-virus software. If a node is infe ted, it su ers
a loss equal to L. For simpli ity, we assume that both C and L are known and are the same
for all nodes; we dis uss possible onsequen es of removing these assumptions in Se tion 7.
The ost of a mixed strategy ~a 2 [0; 1℄n to node i is
osti(~a) = ai C + (1 ai)L  pi(~a):
Here pi(~a) is the probability of node i being infe ted given the strategy pro le ~a, onditioned
on the event that node i does not install the anti-virus software. It is equal to the probability
that some vulnerable node rea hable from i without passing through a se ure node is the
initial point of infe tion. For pure strategies, this is just ki =n, where ki is the size of the
onne ted omponent ontaining i in the atta k graph G~a .
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Figure 1: Sample graph G and its atta k graph G~a for ~a = 010100.
So ial ost. The total so ial ost of a strategy pro le is the sum of the individual osts. For pure

strategies, there is a simple hara terization of the total so ial ost in terms of the atta k
graph G~a . Be ause ea h node in the same omponent of G~a has the same han e of infe tion,
the ki nodes in the i-th omponent between them fa e a loss of ki  (Lki=n) = (L=n)ki . So
the so ial ost is
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where k ; k ; : : : k` are the sizes of the omponents in G~a .
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Nash equilibria

We onsider rst the hoi es that the nodes will make in the absen e of oordination, by examining
the Nash equilibria of the game de ned in Se tion 3. The assumption that the nodes will rea h
a Nash equilibrium is a very strong one, as it requires assuming that the nodes are aware of ea h
other's hoi es to install or not and that the nodes an evaluate C (printed on the box for the antivirus software) and L (whi h is more problemati ). It also assumes that the nodes an ompute
a Nash equilibrium in a reasonable amount of time, whi h is not always possible for some games.
However, we an show that Nash equilibria for our game are easily hara terized in terms of the
sizes of the omponents of the atta k graph (Se tion 4.1), and that a population will onverge to
some Nash equilibrium qui kly even though nding the best or worst pure equilibrium as measured
by total ost is NP-hard (Se tion 4.2).
We an further imagine that some of the diÆ ulties of limited information ould be over ome
by onsidering an iterated game where nodes pay C to rent the anti-virus software in ea h round
and update their strategies based on observations of losses to viruses and the strategies of other
nodes in previous rounds; though we do not analyze this multi-round game formally, a simpli ed
version is impli it in our onvergen e result. We also show that the hardness of nding the worstase equilibrium does not prevent obtaining further information about its behavior; for example,
its total ost is nonde reasing as a fun tion of the ino ulation ost C (Se tion 4.3).
Unfortunately, sel sh behavior proves to be highly undesirable, be ause the ost of a Nash
equilibrium solution may be very far from the so ial optimum. In Se tion 4.4, we prove that while
the pri e of anar hy, de ned as the ratio of total ost between the worst Nash equilibrium and
the so ial optimum never ex eeds n, this bound is tight up to onstant fa tors for some graphs and
hoi es of C and L.
4.1

Chara terization of mixed and pure equilibria

A useful feature of the Nash equilibrium for our game is its simple hara terization: there is always
a omponent-size threshold t = Cn=L su h that ea h node will install the anti-virus software if it
would otherwise end up in a omponent of vulnerable nodes with expe ted size greater than t, and
will not install the software if it would otherwise end up in a omponent with expe ted size less
than t. When the expe ted omponent size equals t, the node is indi erent between installing and
not installing and may adopt a mixed strategy. The threshold arises in a natural way: it is the
break-even point at whi h the ost C of installing the software equals the expe ted loss L(t=n) of
not installing.
We de ne ~a[i=x℄ to be the strategy ve tor that is identi al to ~a, ex ept the i'th omponent ai
is repla ed by x. Note that atta k graph G~a i= is the atta k graph in whi h player i never installs
the anti-virus software.
Theorem 1 (Chara terization of mixed equilibria): Suppose S (i) is the expe ted size of the inse ure
omponent that ontains node i of the atta k graph G~a i= , (i.e. S (i) = npi (~a)).
Fix C; L. Let the threshold be t = Cn=L. A strategy pro le ~a is a Nash equilibrium if and only
[

0℄

[

if

(a) For all i su h that ai = 1, S (i)  t.
(b) For all i su h that ai = 0, S (i)  t.
( ) For all i su h that 0 < ai < 1, S (i) = t.

5

0℄

A spe ial ase of Theorem 1 is the following hara terization for pure Nash equilibria. Be ause
nodes in a pure Nash equilibrium do not make randomized hoi es, the atta k graph is not a random
obje t, but a determined graph. We have the same threshold onditions as before, but the removal
of randomness simpli es the situation.
Corollary 2 (Chara terization of pure equilibria) Fix C; L. Let the threshold be t = Cn=L. A
strategy pro le ~a is a pure Nash equilibrium if and only if
(a) Every omponent in atta k graph G~a has size at most t.

(b) Inserting any se ure node j 2 I~a and its edges into G~a yields a omponent of size at least t.

For example, let C = 0:5 and L = 1, and onsider the graph in Figure 1. The threshold for this
graph is t = Cn=L = 3. Then Corollary 2 tells us that pure strategy ~a = 010100 must be a Nash
equilibrium for these C and L.
4.2

Computing pure Nash equilibria

Designing algorithms for nding mixed Nash equilibria or proving hardness results for nding
optimized mixed equilibria would most likely involve estimating or otherwise manipulating the
expe ted value of the sizes of omponents in the atta k graph, whi h is at the very least a nontrivial problem. Furthermore, in the absen e of entral ontrol, nodes attempting to al ulate their
best strategy based on a mixed strategy paradigm would possibly run into similar omputational
issues.
Thus, we turn our attention to the omputation and hardness of pure Nash equilibria. Corollary 2 gives us a powerful tool with whi h to reason about pure Nash equilibria. We now show
that omputing the best or worst pure Nash equilibria is hard, but that nding some intermediate
Nash equilibrium is easy. A onsequen e of this algorithm is that the existen e of a pure Nash
equilibrium is always guaranteed. (The existen e of a mixed Nash equilibrium is a onsequen e of
Nash's theorem.)
Theorem 3 Both omputing the pure Nash equilibrium with lowest ost and omputing the pure
Nash equilibrium with highest ost are NP-hard problems.

In the full paper, we redu e vertex over to nding the lowest ost Nash equilibrium and
minimum independent dominating set to nding the highest ost Nash equilibrium. The basi
idea of the proof is to set the threshold t = 1:5, so that omponents in the atta k graph have size

at most 1, so that the se ure nodes in a minimum- ost Nash equilibrium form a vertex over and
the non-isolated inse ure nodes in a maximum- ost equilibrium form an independent dominating
set.
Theorem 3 says that nding extreme pure equilibria is hard. But what if we just want to
onverge to some equilibrium, but we don't are whi h one? Suppose we implement the pro ess
of onvergen e implied by the Nash equilibrium: at ea h step, some parti ipant, whose urrent
strategy is suboptimal given the others' strategies, swit hes. This is an easy pro ess to implement
be ause ea h parti ipant an dete t if its strategy is suboptimal using the t = Cn=L omponent
size threshold from Corollary 2. But does this pro ess onverge to a Nash equilibrium? If it does,
how long does it take?
By hoosing an appropriate potential fun tion, we an show that this pro ess does indeed
onverge to a Nash equilibrium qui kly:
1

1

We must assume in this implementation either that the

player

hoi e to install software or not is reversible, or that ea h

an observe the other players' intended a tions and respond a

6

ordingly.

Theorem 4 Starting from any pure strategy pro le ~a, if at ea h step some parti ipant with a
suboptimal strategy swit hes its strategy, the system onverges to a pure Nash equilibrium in no
more than 2n steps.

As a spe ial ase, we an start with ~a = 1n and onverge to an equilibrium from above by
he king ea h node on e. Ea h su h test requires omputing the size of the omponent in the
atta k graph, whi h takes time O(jV j + jE j) = O(n ) using depth- rst sear h; this gives:
Corollary 5 A Nash equilibrium an be omputed in time O(n ).
We also have:
2

3

Corollary 6 A pure Nash equilibrium always exists.
4.3

Consequen es of

hanges in the ino ulation

ost

Though Theorem 3 suggests that we annot hope to hara terize the worst pure Nash equilibrium
exa tly, we an give a des ription of how it rea ts to hanges in the ino ulation ost C .
Theorem 7 The ost of the worst pure Nash equilibrium is a non-de reasing fun tion of C when
C ranges over [2L=n; L).
4.4

Pri e of anar hy

The notion of the pri e of anar hy was introdu ed by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou in [19℄.
It is de ned as the worst- ase ratio between the ost of a Nash equilibrium and the ost of the
optimal solution, and is thus a measure of how far away a Nash equilibrium an be from the so ial
optimum. In our game, we show that the pri e of anar hy is quite high, (n).
This is a onsequen e of two simple lemmas:
2

Lemma 8 (Lower bound). Let G be the star graph K1;n . Let the pri e of the anti-virus software
be C = L(n 1)=n. Then
(G; C; L) = n=2:
Proof: The given C and L satisfy t = Cn=L = n 1. From Corollary 2, it follows that installing
anti-virus software on exa tly one node is a Nash equilibrium. If pure Nash strategy ~a installs antivirus software on some node that is not the enter node, the ost will be C + L(n 1)2 =n = L(n 1).
An optimal strategy for the star with the given C and L is ~a = (1; 0; : : : ; 0) (i.e., only the
enter node installs anti-virus software.) Its ost is C + L(n 1)=n = 2L(n 1)=n.

The pri e of anar hy is therefore

L(n 1)
n
2L(n 1)=n = 2 :

Lemma 9 (Upper bound). Fix any graph G and osts C; L. Then
(G; C; L)  n:
2

Be ause our game has a random

omponent, the

ost is an expe ted

7

ost.

Proof: Let ~a denote the optimum solution.
If C > L, no node in a Nash equilibrium will install anti-virus software. Hen e, there is only one
Nash equilibrium ~a = 0n, whose ost is Ln. If the optimum solution ontains at least one se ure
node, then then ost(~a )  C > L. (Otherwise, ~a = 0n and (G; C; L) = 1.) We thus have:
(G; C; L) 

Ln
L

= n:

If C  L, then the expe ted ost of the worst Nash equilibrium ~a is at most Cn, be ause the
expe ted ost to ea h node is at most C (if the expe ted ost to a node is greater than C , then it
will want to swit h to installing the software with probability 1.) If the optimum solution ontains
at least one se ure node, then ost(~a )  C . Otherwise, the optimum solution ontains no se ure
nodes and hen e ost(~a )  L  C .
(G; C; L) 

5

Cn
= n:
C

Optimization

Allowing users to sel shly hoose whether or not to install anti-virus software may be grossly inefient, relative to the so ial optimum. An alternative approa h to this problem is for a benevolent
di tator to attempt to maximize so ial welfare by entrally omputing a solution and imposing it
on all nodes.
DiÆ ulties with this approa h arise from the hardness of omputing the optimum solution to the
ino ulation problem. In the rst two se tions, we give a hara terization of the optimum solution
and use it to show that the ino ulation problem is NP-hard.
This suggests omputing an approximate solution. We an nd in polynomial time a solution
with approximation ratio at most O(log n); su h a solution is substantially better than the (n)
ratio derived from the worst Nash equilibrium.
2

5.1

Chara terization

We have a graph-theoreti hara terization of optimum strategies, similar to our hara terization
of Nash equilibria in Theorem 1:
Theorem 10 Fix C; L and let t = Cn=L. If ~a is an optimum strategy, then every omponent in
atta k graph G~a has size at most max(1; (t + 1)=2).
Unfortunately, the optimal solution is hard to ompute.
Theorem 11 It is NP-hard to ompute an optimal strategy.
5.2

Redu tion to sum-of-squares partition

Be ause it is unlikely that we an nd an optimal solution, we naturally onsider approximation
algorithms.
8

The optimization problem that de nes the ino ulation problem an be posed as follows: hoose
the set of se ure nodes I~a that minimizes the following obje tive fun tion:
C jI~a j +

X

L
jV j2 ;
n V 2(I )
~a

where (I~a ) is the set of onne ted omponents reated by the removal of nodes in I~a.
For the purposes of our approximation algorithm for the ino ulation problem, we assume that
we an \guess" m = jI~aj, the number of se ure nodes in an optimum on guration. This assumption
is without loss of generality, be ause we an run our algorithm on all possible hoi es of m = 1; : : : n
and take the best solution.
Thus, a solution to the ino ulation problem is redu ed to nding a solution to the problem
of removing m nodes from a given graph to minimize the sum of the squares of the sizes of the
surviving omponents. We dis uss this problem in Se tion 6.
6

Sum-of-squares partitions

In Se tion 5.2, we ame a ross the following problem, whi h we now analyze in more detail.
Problem 12 (Sum-of-Squares Partition Problem) By removing a setPF of at most m nodes, partition the graph into dis onne ted omponents H1 ; : : : ; Hk , su h that i jHi j2 is minimum.

Though we have arrived at this ombinatorial optimization problem via our study of ontaining
omputer viruses, it may be of independent interest. Note that it inherits NP-hardness from the
ino ulation problem. The edge version of the sum-of-squares-partition problem is similar, but asks
for the removal of m edges, rather than nodes, to dis onne t the graph.
Our goal in this se tion is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 13 Let OPT be the optimum obje tive fun tion value for the Sum-of-Squares Partition
Problem on G with the removal of at most m nodes. We an nd a set F ofPO(log n)m nodes, su h
that their removal reates dis onne ted omponents H ; : : : ; Hl su h that i jHi j  O(1)  OPT.
An immediate onsequen e of this theorem is the existen e of an approximation algorithm for
the ino ulation problem:
Corollary 14 If OPT is the ost of the optimum solution for the ino ulation problem, there exists
a polynomial-time approximation algorithm that nds a solution with ost at most O(log n)OPT.
2

1

2

2

6.1

Proof of Theorem 13

Our proof of Theorem 13 is based on the algorithm PartitionGraph given in Figure 2. It uses
known algorithms for sparse uts. The sparse ut literature has fo used on edge uts. However, in
the ase of our problem, uts that involve removing nodes in order to dis onne t the graph are more
appli able. Fortunately, the Leighton-Rao approximation algorithm for nding sparse uts extends
to node uts: there is a well known pro ess for onverting a node ut algorithm in an undire ted
graph to an edge ut algorithm in a dire ted graph. Sin e the Leighton-Rao sparse ut algorithm
extends to edge uts for dire ted graphs, it an be extended to node uts. In parti ular, we will
use the following fa t, whi h is impli it in the dis ussion of balan ed node uts in [21℄.
9

Theorem 15 There exists an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for the following problem: Given
graph G, nd a node ut that partitions the nodes G into three sets: two sets de ning dis onne ted
subgraphs with node sets, V1 and V2 , and a set of removed nodes R, su h that the quantity

(jV j + jRj )(jV j + jRj )
jRj
1

2

2

(1)

2

is maximized.

We refer to the quantity in expression (1) as the sparsity of the ut. In the literature, sparsity
is usually given as the the inverse of expression (1), and nding the sparsest ut is ast as a
minimization problem. We have presented it as a maximization problem, sin e this is more natural
for our appli ation.
Improvements to the approximation ratio for sparsest (edge) ut have re ently been dis overed
[2℄. However, the authors do not mention whether or not their results extend to sparse uts for
dire ted graphs.
Our algorithm for solving the sum-of-squares partition problem, PartitionGraph (see Figure 2), a hieves the approximation results laimed in Theorem 13. The general approa h of the
algorithm is similar to the greedy log n-approximation algorithm for set over. A high-level des ription is that we repeatedly remove the node ut that gives us the best per-node-bene t, quanti ed
as its ost-e e tiveness.
Suppose we have a onne ted subgraph H with k nodes. If node ut R reates onne ted
omponents with node sets V and V , this ut has de reased the obje tive fun tion value (P size
of onne ted omponent ) by k jV j jV j . We thus de ne the ost-e e tiveness of node
ut R by (k jV j jV j )=jRj. We then have the following relation between nding sparse uts
and ost-e e tiveness.
1

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

Lemma 16 Let H be a graph with k nodes. If  is the maximum ost-e e tiveness of all node
uts of H , the Leighton-Rao sparsest node ut algorithm will nd a ut with ost-e e tiveness at
least  =( log k), for some onstant .

In the full paper, we show that this me hanism a hieves the desired bounds.
Input: A Graph G. A set of marked nodes F .
1. Use the Leighton-Rao algorithm to nd an approximate most ost-e e tive ut in ea h onne ted omponent of G.
2. Let H ; : : : ; Hk be the omponents of G in whi h the Leighton-Rao algorithm found a ut
that removes at most (20 log n)m nodes, where is the onstant from Lemma 16. If no su h
omponent exists, then halt and output F as the nal set of marked nodes.
3. Otherwise, hoose the omponent Hj from among those onsidered in Step 2, for whi h the
ost-e e tiveness is highest. Let the ut be Hj = V [ V [ R, where R is the nal set of
marked nodes.
4. Set F = F [ R. Repla e Hj by V and V in G. If jF j > (36 log n)m, then halt and output
F as the set of marked nodes.
5. Otherwise, repeat.
Figure 2: Algorithm PartitionGraph
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1

1

2

2
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Con lusions and future resear h

We have des ribed a simple e onomi game that represents the diÆ ult problem of hoosing on
whi h nodes to install anti-virus software to ontain the spread of omputer viruses in a network.
The Nash equilibria of this game have a simple hara terization, and we an show that in the worst
ase, the ratio between the so ial ost of a Nash equilibrium and a so ial optimum an be linear in
the number of nodes.
Our model makes some very strong simplifying assumptions: every infe ted node eventually
infe ts all unprote ted neighbors; the osts of installing the anti-virus software and be oming infe ted are known and equal for all nodes; the virus imposes no osts on prote ted nodes; and
nodes an observe whi h of the other nodes intend to install the anti-virus software and adjust
their own strategies in response. None of these assumptions orrespond ompletely to reality, but
we believe that as a rst step the resulting model is a reasonable ompromise between a ura y
and analyzability, and that the results obtained with the model (espe ially the hara terization of
Nash equilibria) are similar to what one might expe t with a more omplex model that took into
a ount limited information and learning by individual nodes. The natural next step is to in orporate more details in the model and see if su h hanges a e t the results; this might involve both
theoreti al work to predi t the e e t of hanges and experimental or observational work to study
how real-world de ision-makers hoose whether or not to deploy spe i se urity me hanisms.
We have also shown how a near-optimal deployment of anti-virus software an be omputed by
redu tion to the sum-of-squares partition problem, a new variant of lassi al graph partitioning
problems where the goal is to remove m verti es so as to minimize the sum of the squares of the
sizes of surviving omponents. Though it is NP-hard to solve this problem exa tly, we give a
polynomial-time O(log n)-approximation algorithm for sum-of-squares partition, whi h yields a
orresponding approximation algorithm for anti-virus software deployment. This algorithm may be
of use as a network administration tool for hoosing how to deploy anti-virus software to minimize
the ombined osts of deployment and infe tion and as a publi -health tool for designing ino ulation
strategies for ontaining outbreaks of highly-infe tious diseases when a good approximation to the
intera tion graph an be omputed but the initial sour e of ontagion is unknown. Whether or not
a polynomial-time algorithm with a better approximation ratio exists remains open.
2
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